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Report Highlights

 Ad Console

The lack of a July Prime Day sent Sponsored Products year-over-year spend growth down from 28% in Q2 to 
just 11% in Q3, but the rescheduled October event spurred spend growth back up to 25% for the final quarter of 
the year. Average CPC growth also rebounded, going from a 9% decline in Q3 to a 1% increase in Q4, while sales 
attributed to the ad format grew 31% year over year for the quarter.

Product categories that saw the biggest jumps in average CPC in Q4 included some that have seen demand soar 
as a result of the pandemic, including personal care and grocery products. While Sponsored Products CPC was 
roughly flat year over year for much of Q4, days that saw the biggest jumps in CPC included Prime Day and the 
Cyber Five, which spans the five days between Thanksgiving and Cyber Monday.

Sponsored Brands spend growth remained strong in Q3 even without a July Prime Day, in large part due to the 
emergence of Sponsored Brands Video as a strong area of growth for the format. With an October Prime Day, 
spend growth went from 67% in Q3 to 91% in Q4, the strongest growth of the last two years.

Sponsored Brands Video accounted for 26% of all conversions attributed to Sponsored Brands in Q4, and the 
format has quickly become an important part of ad strategy for vendors and sellers. Video ads are outperforming 
static images for Sponsored Brands in key metrics like click-through rate and conversion rate for many 
advertisers, and also give marketers more to work with in creating an ad that demonstrates the look, feel and 
usefulness of products.

The value of Sponsored Products ad clicks as judged by the sales attributed to each ad click was down 
meaningfully year over year in the lead up to Christmas Day, bottoming out at 27% lower on December 20 after 
being up year over year for most of Q4. Shopper worries about the time it would take packages to arrive in time 
for the holiday, as well as an extended Q4 holiday shopping season that included an October Prime Day, likely 
played into the decline. Sales per click rebounded quickly and was up year over year for the final ten days of 2020.

Sponsored Display continues to grow at a torrid pace, with spend up 57% from Q3 to Q4 driven by a 16% increase 
in clicks and 36% increase in CPC. This came after quarter-over-quarter spend growth of 130% in Q3, and 
advertisers are increasingly using Sponsored Display to target shoppers both on and off Amazon, with the format 
now accounting for 3% of Ad Console spend.

 DSP

DSP spend grew for the seventh straight quarter, increasing 47% from Q3 to Q4 in the largest quarter-over-
quarter jump of the last two years. CPM rose 12% after increasing 13% in Q2, while impressions were up 31% 
compared to 18% growth in Q3. Quarter-over-quarter growth was helped along by the first Q4 Prime Day, as 
well as typical budget increases from Q3 to Q4 due to the holiday shopping season.

Responsive eCommerce Creative continues to grow in importance for DSP advertisers, rising from 4% spend 
share in Q2 to 18% in Q3 to an astounding 39% in Q4 2020. This format speeds up ad creation significantly by 
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The Tinuiti Amazon Ads Benchmark Report is based on anonymized performance data from Amazon 
programs under Tinuiti management, with annual Amazon ad spend under management totaling over $400 
million. Samples are restricted to those programs that have remained active and maintained a consistent 
strategy over the time periods studied. Unless otherwise noted, all figures are based on same-client growth. 
The trends and figures included are not meant to represent the official performance of Amazon advertising 
or the experiences of every Amazon advertiser.

Methodology

Tinuiti is a performance and data-driven digital marketing leader focused on every aspect of the customer 
journey. We are the largest independent digital performance marketing agency, with more than $2 billion in 
ad spend managed across Amazon, Google, Facebook and other platforms.

About Tinuiti

requiring just one iteration in order to be eligible for all available inventory sizes.

Amazon owned-and-operated properties continued to account for a majority of Amazon DSP spend, 
accounting for 54% of DSP investment in Q4 2020. These properties typically outperform inventory from other 
sources in key metrics like conversion rate and detail page view rate, but non-Amazon inventory is nonetheless 
an important part of maximizing the value of the DSP by helping brands stay in front of shoppers even when 
they’re off of Amazon.

 Attribution

Sales tracked via Amazon Attribution peaked the week of Thanksgiving, reaching more than 450% higher sales 
volume than the first week of November. Amazon Attribution gives marketers insight into the impact of efforts 
across channels outside of Amazon on sales that occur on Amazon.

Amazon Attribution adoption increased the most for the email channel, as there were more than three times as 
many marketers using Amazon Attribution for email this Q4 as in Q4 2019. Every channel across email, search, 
social and display saw the number of advertisers deploying Amazon Attribution at least double year over year 
in Q4.

Search remains the most common channel for which Amazon Attribution is used among Tinuiti advertisers, 
and in Q4 accounted for 36% of all sales tracked via Amazon Attribution. Email and display each accounted for 
25% of sales for the quarter, with social driving the remaining 14%.
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 Amazon Sponsored Products 
spend growth rebounds with Q4 
Prime Day.

Spend growth for the oldest and most widely 
adopted Amazon search ad format slowed 
from 28% in Q2 to 11% in Q3 as Prime Day 
was pushed from July to October, creating 
headwinds to growth. With Amazon’s sales 
event taking place in Q4, spend growth quickly 
rebounded back to 25% for the final quarter of 
the year, while sales attributed to Sponsored 
Products grew 31%. Average CPC growth also 
rebounded, growing 1% year over year after 
two straight quarters of decline.

 Top CPC growth categories 
include those that saw a 
pandemic boost in demand.

CPC growth can vary significantly by advertiser 
and product category, and there was certainly 
a wide range of growth figures in Q4 that led 
to and aggregate Sponsored Products CPC 
increase of 1%. Taking a look at the product 
categories that saw the biggest jumps in 
CPC for the quarter, those sectors which saw 
massive surges in online demand as a result 
of pandemic life, such as health, personal care, 
grocery, and beauty products, were among 
those that saw the largest gains in CPC in Q4.

 Prime Day and Cyber Weekend 
drove Q4 Sponsored Products 
CPC growth.

Amazon Sponsored Products CPC grew 1% 
year over year in Q4, and CPC was roughly 
flat compared to last year for much of the 
quarter. The key periods in which CPC was 
significantly higher than last year came during 
the Amazon Prime Day event on October 
13 and 14, as well as during the Cyber Five 
between Thanksgiving Day and Cyber Monday. 
It’s important to note that the Cyber Five 
shifts based on when Thanksgiving falls each 
year, skewing year-over-year growth when 
comparing same-date metrics.

Amazon US Sponsored Products
Y/Y Growth by Quarter

Amazon US Sponsored Products CPC
Y/Y Growth by Day

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020

Amazon US Sponsored Products CPC
Top CPC Growth Categories • Q4 2020

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020
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Amazon US Sponsored Products Sales Per Click
Y/Y Growth by Day
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source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020

 The value of ad clicks dipped significantly in the third week of December before a 
rebound.

The value of Amazon ad clicks increased between December 10 and December 21 in 2019, as shoppers became 
more urgent to place orders to receive in time for Christmas Day and conversion rates rose. In 2020, just the opposite 
happened, likely spurred on by concerns over shipping delays as well as a much more prolonged holiday shopping 
season that saw an October Prime Day and Q4-long promotions from many brands and retailers. As such, Sponsored 
Products sales per click was down meaningfully year over year during this stretch after being up for most of the quarter, 
but quickly rebounded in late December.

 Consumers converted faster during Prime Day versus the lead up to Christmas Day.

The share of total conversions attributed to Sponsored Products within seven days of the ad click that occurred within 
the first 24 hours of the ad click typically surges during big sales events such as Prime Day and Black Friday/Cyber 
Monday, as consumers are often enticed to convert quickly with strong discounts. This was certainly the case for 
advertisers during these events in Q4, and marketers also saw a surge in the lead up to Christmas Day as shoppers sped 
up the path to conversion with time winding down to get packages before the holiday.

Share of Amazon US Sponsored Products 7-Day Conversions that Occur
within 24 Hours of Ad Click

Oct 1 Oct 16 Nov 1 Nov 16 Dec 31Dec 1 Dec 16

+40%
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source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020
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 Q4 Sponsored Products spend 
growth is strong in Canada, 
Germany and the UK.

Sponsored Products spend grew a whopping 
82% year over year in Q4 for advertisers active 
in Canada and 79% for advertisers active in 
Germany, with click growth for both countries 
surpassing 70%. Spend growth was slower for 
United Kingdom advertisers, but this was primarily 
a result of declining CPC as clicks still grew 81% 
for these brands. Sales attributed to ads also grew 
meaningfully across these countries.

 Sponsored Brands spend growth 
soars to 91% Y/Y in Q4.

Sponsored Brands spend accelerated from Q2 to 
Q3 even without a July Prime Day, as Sponsored 
Brands Video in particular helped spur Sponsored 
Brands growth upward. That trend continued in 
Q4, with Sponsored Brands spend up a whopping 
91% year over year. Just as with Sponsored 
Products, pricing for Sponsored Brands ads 
rebounded quickly in Q4 after two quarters of year-
over-year declines, and in Q4 CPC was up 20%. 
Sales attributed to Sponsored Brands more than 
doubled for the quarter.

Video ads accounted for more 
than ¼ of Sponsored Brands 
conversions in Q4 2020.

Advertisers have flocked to Sponsored Brands 
Video ads since the beginning of 2020 as the 
longstanding Beta was opened up to more 
brands. It is now a critical part of Sponsored 
Brands strategy, and in Q4 2020 the format was 
responsible for 26% of all conversions attributed 
to Sponsored Brands for participating advertisers, 
with the remainder attributed to traditional, static 
Sponsored Brands. Video ads tend to outperform 
static images for Sponsored Brands in a number of 
different key metrics.

Amazon International Sponsored Products Growth
Q4 2020

Amazon US Sponsored Brands Y/Y Growth
including Sponsored Brands Video

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020
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Q4 2020
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Sponsored Brands Video Performance Relative to Static Sponsored Brands
Median Advertiser • Q4 2020
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Conversion Rate CTR

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020

 Sponsored Brands Video outshines static images in CTR and conversion rate.

The median advertiser deploying Sponsored Brands Video ads in Q4 found conversion rate for these ad units was 29% 
higher than static images, while CTR was incredibly 442% higher. Notably, advertisers are not able to segment video ads 
by placement, making it difficult to provide comparisons of the video and static performance based on where the ad 
showed on the page. Even still, advertisers are finding huge success with the video format, and the visual appeal of the 
format allows brands to better communicate the value, look and feel of products to customers.

 Sponsored Display and Sponsored Brands spend shares climb in Q4.

The share of Amazon Ad Console spend, which does not include Amazon DSP investment, coming from Sponsored 
Brands and Sponsored Display ads combined rose from 16% in Q3 to 20% in Q4. Sponsored Products have grown slower 
than the other two ad formats over the last few quarters, as innovations like Sponsored Brands Video and product 
targeting for Sponsored Display have helped to spur on growth for the two smaller formats in terms of spend share.

Amazon Ad Console Spend Share by Format
Q4 2020
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source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser 
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Amazon US Sponsored Display
Q/Q Growth
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source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020+130%

 Sponsored Display spend grows 57% from Q3 to Q4.

Sponsored Display campaigns, which give advertisers the ability to target shoppers through placements both on and 
off Amazon, continue to grow in importance over time, and in Q4 spend grew 57% from Q3. This growth was driven by a 
16% increase in clicks and 36% growth in average CPC, which is a deceleration from the 62% quarter-over-quarter CPC 
increase observed in Q3. Advertisers can choose between targeting options which include product targeting, remarketing 
based on prior product views, and interest targeting.

 Sponsored Brands new-to-brand conversion share slips in Q4.

Amazon made an adjustment to Sponsored Brands new-to-brand conversion reporting in July to repopulate these 
metrics dating back to May 2020 in order to correct undercounting that had been occurring since November 2018. While 
new-to-brand share rose from the beginning of the year for a few months, share slipped in Q4, though not by a large 
margin as it remained above what was observed from January through March. New-to-brand share can be impacted not 
only by consumer behavior but also by advertiser strategy in deploying Sponsored Brands.

Sales

Amazon US Sponsored Brands New-to-Brand Conversion Share
Median Advertiser • 2020
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source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020
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Amazon US Sponsored Products Sales Share by Product Targeting
Q4 2020

 Product Targeting accounted for 8% of Sponsored Products sales in Q4.

Product Targeting allows Amazon advertisers to place ads in search results and product detail pages based on targeted 
products, categories, brands, and other product features such as review stars or price point. In Q4, this targeting option 
accounted for 8% of all sales attributed to Sponsored Products, and nearly 3/4 of Sponsored Products advertisers are 
deploying this targeting option to some extent.

 Sponsored Products placement impression shares hold steady throughout Q4.

The share of Amazon Sponsored Products impressions attributed to the different on-Amazon placements held roughly 
steady in Q4 just as it did in Q3. Many advertisers saw meaningful shifts in these shares from March through June 
as Amazon made adjustments to placements in the early goings of the pandemic. As metrics like CTR can be heavily 
impacted by the share of impressions coming from placements with high or low likelihood to be clicked, it’s important for 
advertisers to track when placement changes occur to better understand performance shifts.

Amazon US Sponsored Products Impression Share by Placement
Median Advertiser • 2020
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Amazon DSP
Q4 2020
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 Amazon DSP spend growth 
surges to its highest figure in 
seven quarters.

Amazon DSP spend grew 47% from Q3 to Q4, 
eclipsing last year’s Q4 quarter-over-quarter 
growth of 44% to become the fastest-growing 
quarter out of the last seven. After growing 
12% from Q2 to Q3, CPM continued to trend 
up and rose 12% in Q4. With nearly two 
straight years of continuous quarterly growth, 
the Amazon DSP is becoming a critical part 
of how advertisers approach Amazon, both 
for sellers and vendors as well as non-retail 
businesses.

 Amazon DSP CPM spiked the 
day before Thanksgiving.

Daily CPM for the median advertiser studied 
rose following Prime Day on October 13 
and 14 as advertisers retargeted Prime 
Day shoppers that may not have converted 
during the sales event. However, the highest 
daily CPM of Q4 occurred on the day before 
Thanksgiving, and CPM remained elevated 
into the holiday weekend. Pricing dropped 
following Christmas Day and heading into 
January, though advertisers in some product 
categories which see enhanced demand 
surrounding New Year’s resolutions ramp up 
investment during this time.

 DSP new-to-brand purchase 
share peaked during Cyber Five.

Advertisers have access to new-to-brand 
purchase metrics for DSP campaigns, which 
indicate when a purchase came from a buyer 
that has not previously purchased from the 
brand in the last twelve months. The share 
of all purchases attributed as new-to-brand 
between November and December peaked at 
60% on Black Friday, and was also elevated on 
Thanksgiving and Cyber Monday.

Amazon US DSP
Q/Q Growth

Amazon US DSP Daily CPM Relative to October 1
Median Advertiser

Amazon US Daily New-to-Brand Purchase Share

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020
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 Responsive eCommerce 
creative adoption is soaring 
among DSP advertisers.

The share of Amazon DSP spend attributed 
to Responsive eCommerce Creative has 
risen dramatically since the format’s recent 
inception, rising from 4% in Q2 to 18% in Q3 
before soaring all the way up to 39% in Q4. The 
primary benefit of the format is the amount of 
time it saves relative to Dynamic eCommerce 
Creative, which requires that marketers launch 
separate creative entities for each ASIN and 
ad size. Responsive eCommerce Creative 
requires only a single version of creative to 
make an ad available for all inventory sizes. 
However, advertisers are not able to segment 
performance by ad size at this point.

 Amazon owned-and-operated 
properties continue to account 
for the majority of DSP spend.

54% of all Amazon DSP spend was attributed 
to properties controlled by Amazon, including 
placements on amazon.com itself as well as 
other Amazon-owned sites such as IMDB. This 
was identical to Q3, and spend share attributed 
to Amazon Publisher Services and other non-
Amazon inventory also remained roughly the 
same from quarter to quarter.

 Amazon owned-and-operated 
inventory continues to outperform 
other sources in key metrics.

The purchase rate and detail page view rate 
of inventory sources owned and operated by 
Amazon far outpace those of other inventory 
sources, largely due to the fact that ads featured 
directly on the Amazon website are often 
the last ad seen by users prior to navigating 
to a product details page and/or converting. 
Inventory sources not owned by Amazon are still 
valuable in driving awareness and consideration 
and shouldn’t be judged entirely by metrics like 
purchase rate and detail page view rate.

Responsive eCommerce Creative Share of
Amazon US DSP Spend

Amazon US DSP Spend Share by Property Type
Q4 2020

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020

source: anonymized Tinuiti 
advertiser data, 2020
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Amazon Attribution
Q4 2020
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Weekly Amazon Sales Attributed via Amazon Attribution Relative to First Week of November
Multichannel Including Search, Social, Email, Video and Display
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source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020

 Amazon sales attributed to other channels peaked over Thanksgiving week.

Amazon Attribution allows marketers to track sales that occur on Amazon back to efforts across other channels, 
including search, social, display, email and video campaigns. Looking at how sales attributed to efforts across these 
channels trended throughout November and December, Thanksgiving week was clearly the biggest week for many 
marketers, with sales up more than 450% compared to the first week of November. From there sales slowly went back to 
early-November levels heading into the end of the year.

 Amazon Attribution adoption for email tracking more than triples.

The number of brands deploying Amazon Attribution for email more than tripled year over year in Q4. Adoption of 
Amazon Attribution for display, social and search efforts also soared over the past year, with the number of advertisers 
actively using Amazon Attribution for these channels more than doubling year over year. By better measuring the impact 
of marketing efforts off of Amazon on sales that occur on Amazon, marketers are able to make better decisions in terms 
of marketing investment across channels.

Y/Y Increase in Amazon Attribution Use by Channel
Q4 2020

Email Display Social Search

source: anonymized Tinuiti advertiser data, 2020+233%
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Share of Amazon Attribution Sales by Channel
Q4 2020

 Search accounts for the biggest share of Q4 sales among Amazon Attribution users.

As the most common channel for which Amazon attribution is currently being deployed for Tinuiti advertisers, it’s no 
surprise to see that search accounted for the largest share of Amazon Attribution sales in Q4 at 36%. Display and email 
campaigns each accounted for 25%, while social drove 14% of sales. Amazon Attribution adoption for email in particular 
has grown rapidly over the past year, helping to drive sales share up for this channel. While many brands use Amazon 
Attribution across multiple channels, some choose to only use it for one.

 Most brands using Amazon Attribution use at least some Amazon landing pages.

Amazon Attribution can help track not only the impact of marketing efforts made via campaigns that send traffic directly 
to Amazon, but also those that link to another site, such as a brand’s ecommerce site. Taking a look at the share of 
brands using Amazon Attribution that send traffic directly to Amazon compared to other landing pages, 69% use Amazon 
landing pages either exclusively or in conjunction with campaigns that send traffic to other sites. Just 31% chose to only 
send traffic to non-Amazon sites.

Share of Brands Deploying Amazon Attribution by Landing Page Type
Q4 2020

source: anonymized Tinuiti 
advertiser data, 2020
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C O N TAC T  U S

Schedule Your Amazon
Strategy Evaluation

Tinuiti’s Amazon Strategy Evaluation is a complimentary 
60-minute analysis and assessment of your Amazon 

account, advertising campaigns, product order volume
and profitability metrics.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP

https://tinuiti.com/contact-us/?utm_source=tinuiti&utm_medium=guide&utm_campaign=G-21-01-21-AMZ-Amazon-Ads-Benchmark-Report-Q4-2020



